
This professor of whom I spoke used the sun, moon and planets as an example.

U. said that people have their various theories, but that the heavenly bodies go

on in their cotrsee just h¬ sine, tthout being affected by our theories, This

may be true as far as they themselves re cooc.r*ed, but as far as 'v are concerned.,

it we make our catculattons Incorrectly about the heavenly bodies !tt may sometimes

have very serious effects upon our lives, particularly in these days of space travel

and nuclear warfare. even in the time when the professor gave his tlluøtrtton, a

sailor pocrl trstnd in n tgtion might oauo a shipwreck through false ideas of

the movements of the

Paul puts truth at the very beginning . It I.e extremely vital that we know the

truth. Jesus said: "Ye shell know the truth, end the truth 0&11 mpke you free"

(John 8:32).

But how are we to know the truth? In spiritual matters there is only one y.

God has revealed the truth we need, and he. led holy men to write it in the inspired

books that forr our Bible. ?r is our only source of divine truth. We can depend

upon whet it se, for it is God's book. It is extremely vitel that we know the

truth end that we stand for the truth.

We note, however, thnt Pail dons not ainrly say, "stand for the truth." In

his instructions about the Christian armor,, his words are "Stand therefore, haling

your loins girt about with truth." The 1cmn soldier wore long flowing garments which

could easily get in his wty and be a hindrance when he wanted to fijt. It was necess-

ary that he gird them tightly od his loins, so that they would not be in his way.

He s then girded for action. Paul does not simply present the truth as abstract

thing. It is vitally relptd to our effectiveness, and is necessry to the successful

conduct of our lives. It is not enough simply to know the truth. There is too much

dilettantism in our day. There are too many who think: that more knowledge of facts

is enough. The truth must reach our hearts as well as our heads. It is necessary

that we bold the truth in such a way that it becomes the very foundation of all our

activity. This is the all-escential beginning of the whole armor of God.
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